New Travel Authorization language requires attestation to the following statement,

“I understand that if I am traveling to a country determined by the Department of State to be at a Level 3 or Level 4 travel advisory, a country determined by the CDC to be at a Level 3 travel warning or an out-of-state domestic hot spot for transmission as determined by the CDC, and by traveling to the area that I may incur additional health risks and there will be a 14-day quarantine period after returning.”

To determine areas of high risk or domestic hot spots, travelers should utilize the following site:


Within the site, there is a link to:
Is COVID-19 spreading?

This page can be drilled to the appropriate state. From there, the traveler can continue to drill down to view additional destination information as the state provides it.

To determine Level 3 or Level 4 travel advisories regarding international travel, travelers should use the following website:

https://travel.state.gov/content/travel/en/traveladvisories/traveladvisories.html/